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1. Introduction 

It Is apparent that If higher energy accelerators are to built for a 
reasonable cost, higher accelerating gradients will be required, and moat ef
forts have been devoted to achieving such gradientr. It aupt also be kept in 
mind, however, that hi&hcr gradients vill require higher peak powers from 
whatever power aource Is used. The peak powers required are reduc I if the 
wavelength of the accelerating radiation Is reduced. If useful lur: '.oslty is 
to be achieved high average power lb also needed. Average power is educed 
if the beam eolttances can be reduced and smaller interacting spots gener
ated. The average power is also reduced if bunches containing larger numbers 
of particles are employed, hut these numbers are limited by the beamstrahlung' 
(synchrotron radiation) at the interaction point. Considerable progress has 
been made in understanding these questions, but much still remains to be C*'""' 
studied. «*? 

As an introduction to this subject, we will examine the llmitB on accel
erating fields as a function of wavelength and attempt to place the different 
schemes on such a plot. We can then exairlne the constraints applied by beam- C3 

strahlung considerations and their Influence on the choice of mechanisms. » 
at 
c 

2. Accelerating Gradient Limits = 
Figure 1 shows the estimated or known accelerating gradient limits. We nt 

know from SLAC experience that at a wavelength of 10 cm, accelerating gra- B» 
dlents in excess of 100 KeV/m can be achieved. This is believed to be rela
tively near tc s breakdown limit and this breakdown limit is believed from 
eaplrlcal data to rise as the inverse 7-8th power of the wavelength. Thus 
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if the wavelength were reduced to 1 cm, the accelerating gradients of the 
order of 1 CeV/n might be achieved without breakdown, were it not for the 
electrical heating of the copper structure. A conventional structure Is 
filled for a pulse duration equal to the cycle tine x the resonant Q/2i. 
This Is called the filli'/g time and provides the highest accelerating gradi
ent for a given power of the rf source. If such a filling tine Is used with 
a conventional copper structure, then the field levels at which melting 
occurs rises as the inverse 1/8 power of the wavelength as Is Indicated on 
line b. This limit Is set by the thermal conductivity of the metal. As the 
wavelength is reduced below 100 microns, the filling time has becooe so short 
that thermal conductivity becomes of leas Importance and the maxima* tempera
ture is set by specific heat alone. Below this wavelength the maximum accel
erating gradient would rise like the Inverse one-quarter power (line c), 
until at some ridiculously short wavelength the filling time Is equal to one 
half cycle and no further increase would occur. The situation for very short 
filling times is complicated by the finite relaxation time it takes for the 
hot electrons to transfer their heat to the ions. A single measurement has 
shown a maximum gradient somewhat higher than that calculated in the simple 
way* The magnitude of this effect la not known but it should also rise as 
the inverse one quarter power as has been indicated approximately on Fig. 1 
line d. The final line e, Indicates the accelerating gradient that could be 
achieved without melting If instead of filling a resonant cavity for its 
normal filling time, a radio-frequency pulse of a single half cycle were 
used. This limit is independent of the wavelength and is, like lines c and 
d, dependent on the specific heat of the conducting material. If, of course, 
the accelerating structure is not metallic, then these limits do not apply. 
A plasma, for instance, could sustain accelerating gradients in excess of any 
of these Units. 
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3. Acceleration Mcchaniaas and Power Sources 

In Pig. 2 we attempt to place the acceleration mechanisms in their ap~ 
proxlaate locations on a plot of wavelength and maxiaun gradient. 

1. Klystron and laaertron driven conventional linac structures. Kly
strons and lasertrons as now conceived are restricted to wavelengths 
of a few ca or longer. At shorter wavelengths the dlaeniona of the 
structures become snail and the currents and thus power of the de
vices become too avail for our needs. At such wavelengths the ac
celerating gradients will be Halted to around 100 MeV/m. 

Work on lasertrons (which should be cheaper and store efficient 
than klystrons) is going on at SLAC and In Japan. 

2. Free electron laser driven conventional structures. A free electron 
laser, unlike a klystron or lasertron, can deliver shorter wave
lengths at high power. This is because Its structure dimensions are 
not directly related to wavelengths produced. The aost efficient 
use of a free electron laser would appear to be t-.e two beam accel
erator arrangement in which the low energy bean that drives the FEL 
is re-accelerated in an induction unit and reused in subsequent FEL 
units. If used to drive a conventional linac structure, the wave
length would be restricted to approxloately 1 en or more and the ac
celerating gradient to of the order of 250 MeV/n. 

Active work on the two beam accelerator is being carried out at 
LBL and ILL. 

3. Free electron laser driven grating structure. The use of the open 
one sided grating type structures developed for laser acceleration 
could be used with a free electron laser power source working Jn the 
1 em to 100 micron wavelength range. Accelerating gradients slightly 
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higher than those available In the previous esse could be achieved. 
Laser driven grating structures. Carbon dioxide lasers with very 
high output powers are available with a wavelength of 10 microtis. 
These could be used to drive open grating type structures. Experi
ments indicate that because of anomalous conduction, accelerating 
gradients in excess of 1 GeV/m should be possible. 

Dork on this possibility Is being carried out st Brookhaven, 
SUC, Los AlSHOs and NRC In Canada. 
Wake and switched field linacs. If a radio-frequency source Is 
employed with delivers a few or even a single half cycle, then far 
higher fields can be achieved before seltlng of the accelerating 
structure occurs. Indeed for a half cycle this limit Is approxi
mately 10 GeV/w, Whether breakdown does or does not follow the em
pirical line (a) on Fig- 1 is not experimentally known, but we will 
assume that gradients of the order of 1 GeV/m without breakdown with 
pulse lengths, i.e. A, in the 1 on to 1 en range. Various sug
gestions have been made as to how to generate these very high peak 
power single cycle pulses. In the wave field accelerator a single 
high current low energy bunch from a more conventional accelerator 
Is passed by a periodic structure to generate the pulse. In the 
switched field case, a laser driven photo diode or laser controlled 
semiconductor Is employed to switch a high current and thereby 
generate the electromagnetic pulse. In all these cases, some form 
of radial geometrical focusing has been proposed to couple a large 
surface area of source to a small volume of accelerator. 
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Work on the wake field accelerator is being carried out at DEST 

in Hamburg, Gemany. Some work on the photo diode switched power 
llnac la starting at CERN and Brookhaven and a proposal for work on 
the semiconductor switched power llnac has been submitted by the 
University of Rochester. 

6. Plasma wake field accelerators. In the wake field accelerator des
cribed above, a periodic conducting structure was needed to generate 
the wake. In a plasms however a moving charged bunch will generate 
a wake field behind it without any mechanical structure. This could 
allow the use of shorter pulses end the gradient would not be limit
ed by heating or breakdown. 

Theoretical work on the plasma wake field accelerator has been 
done at UCLA and SLAC an experimental program has been proposed at 
Argonne. 

7. Laser plasma accelerators. In this device a powerful laser Is 
eaployed to excite a plasma oscillation. Laser light is employed at 
two distinct frequencies with the beat frequency synchronous with 
the plasma frequency. The resulting charge density fluctuations in 
the plasma contain large electrostatic fields which are eaployed to 
accelerate the particles. Accelerating fields in the tens of GeV/m 
should be possible employing laser radiation in the 1 to 10 micron 
region. 

This mechanism was proposed and has been extensively studied 
experimentally at UCLA . Modeling has been performed at Los Alamos 
national Lab and theoretical work at many institutions. No parti
cles have as yet been accelerated by this mechanism, but the beat 
waves have been established and studied. 
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4. Wavelength Considerations 

The choice at wavelength for a high energy electron-positron collider Is 

constrained by considerations of stored energy, peak power, average power 

consumption and beamstrahlung. I'.ie minimum Gtored energy In any accelerating 

field la proportional to the accelerating gradient x the wavelength squared. 

It is clearly minimized by using the smallest possible wavelengths. The 

average power required for a given luminosity is proportional to the bean 

enlttance x the focusing parameter 8 divided by the number of particles per 

bunch N. It is clearly desirable to have a large number of particles per 

bunch• There is however a limit Imposed by consideration of the beamstrah

lung, I.e. of the synchrotron radiation that is emitted as one bunch passes 

through the high magnetic fields Induced by the other bunch at the intersec

tion. This Halt is also related to the emictance of the beam, the focusing 

parameter S, and the bunch length, o z. The maximum number of particles per 

bunch once established, imposes a limit on the smallest wavelength that can 

be employed. If the wavelength is smaller, the stored energy in the struc

ture is insufficient to provide the needed accelerating energy to the bunch. 

This minimum wavelength 1B also dependent on the accelerator gradient and is 

thus represented by a diagonal line on the accelerating gradient vs. wave

length plot (see Pig. 3). A diagonal band has been indicated to cover a 

range of plausible assumptions about the enittance and focusing. To the 

right of this band the number of particles that can be accelerated per bunch 

becomes less and the average power consumption would be excessive. To the 

Left of the band the wavelength is larger than is needed and the peak power 

and stored energy requirements become excessive. Somewhere there is a cost 

minimum. 
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It Is unwise at this time to try and draw conclusions from any discus

sion of this type. It has been presented as an Introduction to the potential 

advantages and disadvantages of the various mechanisms. Only time will tell 

whether these considerations are the conpelllng ones. The conclusion will 

also depend on the different efficiencies. At this point It would appear 

that the lasertron, free electron laser and switched power driven devices are 

good candidates for high efficiency. K laser grating device has the capabil

ity of high acceleration efficiency, but the laBer io not likely to have more 

than 10Z. The plasma devices are far less well understood at this time, and 

it is too early to make a judgment. Despite their lower efficiencies, how

ever, laser driven devices, both the plasma and grating, are likely to pro

duce the highest energies for a given cost. The lasertron and free electron 

laser driven devices should be capable of adequate luminosity, but will be 

relatively more expensive for high energy, and one must wait to see whether 

the wake field and switched power devices can fill the gap between the two 

extremes. 
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Recent Progress on Selected Mechanisms 

A. The Two Beam Accelerator (PEL Driven) 

1. Experimental Demonstration 

The free electron laser at Uvermore haB achieved approximately 

,8 glgawatts of radiation at a wavelength of 1 cm. About thirty 

percent of the beam energy was extracted as radiation. Vhe effi

ciency of the low energy beam induction accelerator was not in fact 

high, but efficiencies of the order of 70Z should In principle be 

possible. Thus even as now demonstrated an overall efficiency of 

201 could be expected. If however the free electron laser Is used 

In a two beam accelerator arrangement, i.e.. If after 301 of the 

beam energy has been removed, the beam is re-accelerated with an In

duction unit to full energy and this process repeated many times, 

then the overall efficiency could be as high as 70Z. The output 

power per unit length at the end of the free electron laser was ap

proximately .4 gigawatta/m which Is quite sufficient to load an 

accelerator section with accelerating gradients of the order of 250 

HeV/m. 

The groups from LBL, Live more and HIT have performed extensive 

computer modeling of the two beam accelerator concept and have found 

no insuperable difficulties. They have also produced a preliminary 

parameter set for a 1 TeV on 1 TeV electron positron linear colli

der. Serious cost estimates have not been performed, but scaling 

from conventional accelerators assuming fixed costs per stored ec-
e rS7> peak power, average power and length would indicate that the 

cost of such an accelerator could be an order of magnitude lees than 

a conventional linear collider or its equivalent proton proton 

device such as the SSC. 
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The LBL, Livermore group plans to test a 1 cm SLAG like accel

erating structure and Investigate the maximum acceleration gradients 

They will test the extraction of radiation along the length of the 

PEL. They would then insert an induction unit to make up the energy 

loss and follow it by a second PEL section. This would test the 

true two beam accelerator concept. 

Longer range plans would Include the construction of a 30 m 

long section, possibly located at a test beam at SLAC. 

B. Laser Grating Linac 

Work In this field Is being carried out by a collaboration between 

Brookhaven, HRC in Canada, Los Alamos National La" , the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator Center and the University si California at San Diego. 

Recent progress has been made in many areas. 

1. The question of transverse wake instabilities In a linac structure 

with such a small wavelength has been investigated, and it has been 

shown that when Landau damping is employed the basic transverse wake 

amplification factor is independent of both the wavelength and the 

accelerating gradient. In this analysis, radio-frequency quadrupole 

focusing was assumed. The pole tip distances scale with the wave

length and thus the focusing gradient increases with both the accel

erating gradient and inversely with the wavelength. 

2. An industrial study of a high repetition rate, high efficiency car

bon dioxide laser has been completed. The required repetition rates 

and a 10Z efficiency seemed practical. 

3. Progress has been made in this study of grating like accelerating 
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structures. Theoretical work has been done by Kroll and Pickup, and 

rf modeling has been performed at both Cornell and BNL. Many dif

ferent such structures have been studied. One consisting of a 

double row of conducting pill boxes on a conducting surface seems 

particularly suitable for fields up to the melting limit. Another 

consisting of four parallel rows of conducting liquid netal droplets 

might allow accelerating fields higher than the melting limit. 

4. It has been shown that both the structures mentioned above will, 

when operated at a different phase, provide radio-frequency quadru

ple focusing. The strength of thiB focusing Is very much higher 

than that provided by conventional quadrupoles and could be used for 

the crucial final focus. 

Si At NRC, a gold mirror was not destroyed by 2 picosecond pulses of 

CO2 radiation that generated surface fields of the order of 4 Gev/m 

near the surface. The experiment implies that accelerating fields 

of at least 2 GeV/m should be possible without destruction of a 

grating structure. 

Future plans Include: 

1. Continuation of theoretical and rf model studies. 

2. The construction of prototype structures of both the double pill box 

and ink jet type. The structures would be tested at low field 

levels and their resonant properties studied. 

3. Breakdown studies at high field levels would be continued at NRC. 
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4. A 1 GeV test beam will be proponed at SLAC with special collimators 

to allow a 1 micron spot diameter and a momentum spread of lees than 
1 HeV. A 1 0 1 1 Watt few picosecond carbon dioxide laser would be 
provided by the Los Alamos National Lab and synchronized to the 
short electron bunch at SLAC. A spectrometer would be provided to 
measure both the change in momentum and transverse focusing. This 
facility, would also allow experiments on the Inverse free electron 
laser and Inverse Cerenkov mechanisms. 

C. Wake Field Accelerator 

The main work, in this field 1B going on in DEST in Hamburg, Germany. 
In this scheme the wake field is generated by a short electron bunch In 

the form a ring. This ring bunch enters a structure consisting of parallel 
discs perpendicular to the beam axis over which the ring bunch passes, and a 
corrugated cylindrical outer wall. The wake fields are generated on the cor
rugated outer wall and reflected back Into the spaces between the plates and 
focused on the axis. On this axis there are small holes to allow the high 
energy beam to pass and be accelerated by the focused wake fields. With such 
an arrangement in which the outer diameter is 12 cm and the spacing between 
the plates is 4 mm, it is hoped to get an amplification of field of the order 
of 10 and a final accelerating gradient of 100 GeV/m or more. 

Extensive modeling calculations have been performed on this system and a 
full scale test of the principle is now underway. The test arrangement con
sists of a laser driven ring photo cathode, a banch^r, a 500 MHz conventional 
accelerating section yielding a final energy of 8 MeV, and a final solenoid 
magnet that presses the ring bunch bath radially and longitudinally. Finally 
there is the test wake field accelerator. 
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D. Switched Power Llnac 

Work on this concept is being pursued at CERN, Brookhaven Lab, and at 

Rochester, NY. 

The arrangement proposed by W. Willis ia similar to the wake field 

accelerator described above. The accelerator itself would consist of discs 

with -le high energy beam passing through holes in their center. Instead, 

however, of a ring bunch passing over the edges of the discs, a pulse of cur

rent is switched at the disc edges in such a way as to induce the required 

electromagnetic pulse. Two nethods for switching this current arc being con

sidered: 

(a) A photo diode excited by a short laser pulse. The photo cathode 

consists of a wire between the plates and the current passes from this to one 

of the plates. 

(b) In the other alternative a semiconductor is placed between two 

plates and a current induced In this semiconductor again by a short laser 

pulse passing into eh', semiconductor from the outside. 

Modeling work on these systems has started and experimental work on both 

Che photo diode and solid state switching techniques is h -ped to begin within 

a year. 

E. Plasma Vake Accelerator 

This idea was proposed at UCLA, has been studied theoretically at SLAC. 

A proposal to study It experimentally has been made by Argoone National Lab. 

Unlike the wake field accelerator described in (C), no structure is 

needed to generate the wake. A short but high current bunch of low energy 

electrons passing through a plasma will Induce a plasma wake behind it that 

could accelerate a following bunch of higher energy electrons. 
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In the experiment proposed at Argonne Rational Lab, a 22 MeV high cur

rent electron bean would be employed. An electron bunch of a few millimeters 
In length containing of the order of 10 particles would be Introduced Into 
a low density plasma ("5 10 lons/cm ). An accelerating gradient of the 
order of 400 MeV/m la expected and would be probed by a second witness pulse 
passing through the same plasma. 

F. Plasma Beat Wave Accelerator 
Ibis Idea first proposed in UCLA has been studied theoretically both 

there and In Los Alamos, and has been demonstrated experimentally at UCLA. 
Experimental work may soon also start at the Rutherford Lab In England. 

The basic concept is to Introduce into a plasma a laser beam consisting 
of two frequencies, whose difference matches the plasma frequency. The beat
ing of the two frequencies causes spatial fluctuation in the light amplitude 
and thus a spatial fluctuation in the ponderomotive force applied to the 
electrons of the plasma. The resulting resonant oscillations of the elec
trons Increase in amplitude until losses or density saturation sets In. For 

16 3 

a plasma density of 10 particles/cm the density saturation limits fields 
to 10 GeV/m. 

Acceleration continues until the phase has slipped by 160*. This dis
tance being proportional to the square of the laser frequency divided by the 
plasma frequency. If, however, the particles to be accelerated are intro
duced at a finite angle to the direction of propagation of the light beam, 
then the phase can be maintained for an indefinite length. This Is known as 
the "surfatron" idea. 

Extensive one and two dimensional modeling has shown that near to the 
full theoretical accelerating gradient should be echieveable. An extensive 
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experiment at UCLA employing a carbon dioxide laser has excited plasms beat 
waves which have been diagnosed by Thompson scattering. It was deduced that 
accelerating gradients as high as 1 GeV/m had been generated over a few mm. 

A new experiment has been proposed by UCLA which would Induce beat waves 
over a distance of 20 cm and which would Inject S-10 MeV electrons and accel
erate them in the plasma fields. 
6. Conclusion 

This survey has not discussed all mechanisms. Some, like the inverse 
free electron laser, are known to be unsuitable Cor very high energies, 
others like the inverse Cerenkov mechanism are unlikely to be able to pre
serve the very small emlttances required. There are other mechanisms that 
have only recently been proposed and no doubt more that we have not heard 
of. Such a survey cannot be complete, but I hope it gives a flavor of the 
interest and potential of the field. It Is generally accepted In the com
munity that it is too early to try and select any particular mechanism for 
special development. It Is my personal opinion, however, that the time is 
not far off when such a selection should be made. At that time the broad In
ventive exploration should be continued, but In addition the selected idea or 
ideas should be pursued in a more active and directed way. 
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